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In a category JC with finite limits, the exponentiability of a morphism s is (rather easily)
characterised in terms of JC admitting partial products (essentially those of Pasynkov) over s;
and that of a monomorphism is characterised in terms of the new concept of a pullback
complement (a universal construction of a pullback diagram whose top and right sides are
given). Then, characterisations, previously given by the first author for the category Sp of
topological spaces, of the notions of totally reflective subcategory and of hereditary factorisa-
tion system are shown to be instances of simple results on adjointness and factorisations.
Introduction
Exponentiability of morphisms is a well-understood and important concept not
only in topos [10] and quasi-topos [17] theory, but also in the more general setting
of a category with finite limits [15]; for example, subspace inclusions in Sp, the
category of topological spaces and maps, are exponentiable iff locally closed.
Quite separately, the concept of a partial product of spaces was introduced [16] by
the dimension theorist Pasynkov, and a more general notion (under the name
'amalgamation') was used by the first author [4] for the study of hereditary
properties of mappings. The second author [21] isolated the essential features of
both of these, naming the latter 'pullback complements', since they are universal
solutions to the problem of how to construct a pullback diagram of which the top
and right sides are given.
Our purpose here is to describe the relationship, in a category 'j'{ with finite
limits, between these ideas. In brief, 'j'{ has partial products over a morphism s in
'j'{ iff s is exponentiable; 'j'{ has pullback complements over s iff s is an exponenti-
able monomorphism; and the characterisations (using closedness under partial
products and pullback complements respectively) in [5] of totally reflective
subcategories and of hereditary factorisation systems are instances of two simple
results on adjointness and factorisations.
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1. Preliminaries
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Henceforth, let X denote a category with finite limits; s will generally denote a
morphism U ----? X (usually, a monomorphism) in J{. Then s is said to be
exponentiable (or Cartesian [15]) iff it is exponentiable as an object of J{fX.
Niefield [15, Corollary 1.2] stated and proved
Lemma 1.1. The following are equivalent:
(i) s is exponentiable (i. e. - x s: X IX ----? J{fX has a right adjoint);
(ii) the 'change of base' functor s*: 'XIX ----? J{f U has a right adjoint (denoted
s*:JC! U ----? J{fX) ;
(iii) the 'pullback' functor - x xU: J{fX ----? J{ has a right adjoint, (denoted
U~x-:X----?J{fX), 0
Remark 1.2. The lemma also follows, using comonadicity of the domain functor
ax: XIX~ X, by adjoint triangle arguments [19, Korollar 7, dual].
Note that s*: JC!X----? XIU always has a faithful left adjoint Sl: JCIU----? J{fX, by
composition with s; for exponentiable s, we thus have a double adjunction
Sl -/ s* -/ s * .
Niefield [15] also showed that the exponentiable embeddings in Sp are the locally
closed embeddings.
Second, recall (folklore)
Lemma 1.3. Let F -/ G -/ H; then P is full and faithful iff H is full and faithful.
Proof. By duality, only one implication needs proof. Let "f]: I ----? GF, e: FG----? I be
the unit and counit of (F -/ G), and let fJ: I ----? HG, ,: GH ----? I be those of
(G -/ H), Using [8, 27H], we have to show that if "f] is an isomorphism, so then is
~.
Now,
'(GH"f] -1. G8F· "f]) = "f] -1. 'GF· G8F· "f] = "f] -1. UG· GfJ)P' "f]
="f]-l'''f]=I,
and
(GH"f]-l. G8F'''f])'' = GH"f]-l. G8p· ("f]' 0
= GH"f]-l. G8p· (GF{'''f]GH)
= GHTJ-l. (G8P· GPO· "f]GH
= GH"f] -1. GHGF{ . G8PGH· "f]GH
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== GH(· GH'f) -lGH· G8FGH· 'f)GH
== GH(· GHGBH· GOFGH· 'f)GH
= GH((· GBH)' (GOF''f))GH= I,
since GF -1 GH with unit GOF· 'f), and counit C· GBH. D
This result is implicit in, for example, [10,4.1] but no published proof is known
to us.
Third, we shall be interested in factorisation systems ('ie,';u) (as in [5] for
example - for single morphisms, with no epi- or mono-assumptions). So: 'iff,';u are
composition closed, contain all isomorphisms, every morphism f factorises as
f= me with e in 'ie, min .;U, and every commutative solid diagram
e
---------~) .
with e in 'ie, m in At has a unique dotted fill-in.
The following appeared essentially first as [18, Satz 6] and can be easily
checked:
Lemma 1.4. Let F: 'j'{'~ 'j'{" be left adjoint to G: 'j'{"~ Je', and let (E ', .;U ') and
('iff", ';u") be factorisation systems in 'j'{', 'J{" respectively. Then
F('iff') ~ 'iff" iff .;U' d G(';u"). D
Fourth, if At is a class of morphisms in 'j'{, we let Inj(.;U) denote the class of
At-injective objects, INJ(At) that of the uniquely ';u-injective objects; if 0 is a
class of objects, we let Ext(O) denote the class of O-extendable morphisms, and
EXT(O) the class of uniquely O-extendable morphisms. From [18, Satz 12] we
have
Lemma 1.5. Let F -I G: 'j'{~.2, d ~ Ob(JC), @ ~ Ob(£'), 'iE ~Mor(J{), ffi ~
Mor(..et:). Then
(i) G(d) ~ f?}J =? F(Ext(@)) ~ Ext(d) and
F(EXT(@)) ~ EXT(d);
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F(§;) k 7$ :? G(Inj(7$)) k Inj(filJ) and
G(INJ(7$)) kINJ(filJ). D
Finally, let 9'be a class, stable under pullbacks, of morphisms in K. We say that
9' has a classifier iff there is a morphism t: 1~ 1in 9' so that every morphism of 9'
is, in a unique way, a pullback of t; that an 9'-partial map from X to Y is given by
a morphism s : U~ X in 9' and a morphism U~ Y; and that 'J{ has 9'-partial map
classifiers iff for every object A in 'J{ there is an object A and a morphism
s: A~ A in 9' so that every 9'-partial map from X to A can uniquely be
completed to a pullback diagram
U ) A
I 1
X ------------------~ A
Then it is elementary that if t: 1~ 1: classifies ::I, then 9' consists entirely of
monomorphisms, that if 'J{ has ::I-partial map classifiers, then it has a map t: 1~1
classifying 9', and that the ':' operation is functorial. (We have in mind not only
the monomorphism classifiers of topoi, and the classifiers of strong monomorph-
isms of quasi-topoi, but also the classifiers of open, or closed, embeddings in Sp;
cf. [1].)
2. Partial products
For the construction of universal spaces in dimension theory, Pasynkov [16]
introduced the notion of the partial product P(X, U, Y) of the space X over U
with fibre Y, where Uk X is open: it has (U x Y) EB (X\U) as underlying set,
with the coarsest topology making the projections p: P~ X and p""': U~ Y
continuous. (An alternative description as a quotient space of X x Y is available
when Y is compact.)
Expressing the essential properties categorically, we define, for an object Yand
morphism s: U~ X, the partial product pes, Y) of Y over s as a pair (p: P~ X,
e : P X x U~ Y), such that given any pair
(p':P'~X,e':P' xxU~Y)
there is a unique h: P'~ P over X with e' = e' (h x xU).
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P' XxU ~ U
.;/ ,, ~," h XxU,,,,
'>l S
Y PXxU
e
x
(P is then said to be the domain of the partial product.)
In other words, we have (given an object Y) an object p: p~X of 'J(IX and an
arrow e: P x x U~ Y universal from (- x xU) to Y, Le. we have a right adjoint
(-¢xU) to (- x xU), and thus (Lemma 1.1) the exponentiability of s as a
morphism of 'JC. Hence,
Lemma 2.1. ':I{ has all partial products over s iff s is exponentiable. D
Corollary 2.2. Sp has partial products over locally closed embeddings. D
Corollary 2.3. The category of compactly generated spaces has partial products
over open maps [12, 1.5]. D
For later use, we say that a subclass d ot'the objects of ':I{ is closed under partial
products (over S) iff when X, Yare in d, and s: U~ X is in fI, then the domain
of the partial product P~s, Y) is also in d. This is equwaient to (-¢:.xU)d ~
a;(A) (X in d, s: U~ X in fI), where ax: 'JOX~ 'J{ is the domain functor. We
make the same assertion of a subcategory 'f6 of :JC when it holds of the class
Ob('f6).
3. Totally reflective subcategories
Let d be a (full and replete) reflective subcategory of X, with reflector Rand
reflection morphisms rx:X~RX (X in Ob('JC)). Now let fI be a class of
morphisms in ':I{; we say that d is totally reflective (w.r.t. fI) if, for all s: U~ RX
in g, the pullback s*(rx ) of rx by s is uniquely Ob(A)-extendable, i.e. (in the
notation of Section 1) is in EXT(Ob(d)).
Theorem 3.1. Let g be a class, stable under pullbacks, of exponentiable morph-
isms in ':I{, and let d be a reflective subcategory of ':I{. Then the following are
equivalent:
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(i) .sIl is totally reflective (w.r.t. 9');
(ii) for all X in Ob(JC), s: U~RX in 9', s*(rx ) is in Ext(Ob(.sIl));
(iii) .sIl is closed under partial products (over 9').
Proof. (i)::;' (ii). Trivial.
(ii)::;:' (iii). Let 'it denote Ext(Ob(d)), and, for given X in Ob(d), let qj)x
denote the class of morphisms in J{/X which, as morphisms of JC, are reflection
morphisms. Let s: U~ X be in 9'; using (ii), and the stability under pullbacks of
9', it is easily checked that (- x x U)!?iJx ~ 'it. By Lemma 1.5(ii), we have
(- ¢: xU)Inj(cg) ~Inj(qj)x) (~Ob(JClX)).
But, since .sI/. is reflective, Inj(cg):;: Ob(d). Routinely, Inj(qj)x) = a;Ob(d).
Thus,
(-¢:xU)Ob(d) ~ a;Ob(d) (X in Ob(d), s: U~Xin S),
Le. .sI/. is closed under partial products.
(iii) ::;:'(i). Let X be in Ob(d), s: U~X be in Y. Then, since sti is closed
under partial products (over 9'),
(-¢:xU)Ob(.sI/.) ~ a;Ob(.sI/.)
so, by Lemma 1.5 (i), we have
(-XxU)EXT(a;Ob(sti)) ~EXT(Ob(d))(~Mor(JC)).
Consider a reflection morphism rz : Z~ X, as a morphism rz : rz~ 1 of J{/ X:
routinely, rz is in EXT(a;Ob(sti)), and its image under (-xxU) is just the
pullback of rz by s. Hence s*(rz ) is in EXT(Ob(d)), Le. .sI/. is totally reflective
(w.r.t. 9'). 0
Remark 3.2. [5J gives many examples of subcategories of Sp which are totally
reflective, and conjectures that all the epireflective subcategories of Sp, or of
Haus, have this property. Recently, Cagliari [2] has found a counterexample to
this conjecture.
4. Pullback complements
By a composable pair (t, s) of morphisms we mean a pair (t, s) of morphisms
so that the composite sf is defined. A pullback complement diagram for the
composable pair (t, s) is a pullback square
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Q f ) U
'j
1
1,
p )X
such that, for every pullback square
V g U
,I
g l'
z )0 X
and any morphism h V--? Q with fh = g, there is a unique fi: z--? P with Jii =g
and Sh = fit:
We then say Jis the pullback complement of f over s. ;}'{ is said to have pullback
complements over s iff every fin ;}'{ composable with s has a pullback complement
over s. More generally, if Ef'is a class of morphisms in X, we say X has pullback
complements over Ef' iff ;}'{ has pullback complements over all morphisms of Ef'.
Example 4.1. Let X = Sp; let s: U --? X be an open embedding, and Y be any
space. Then the projection map p--? X in the partial product P(s, Y) is the
pullback complement of the projection Y x xV to V.
Example 4.2. Let ;}'{, s be as in Example 4.1, and letf: Q--? V be any map. Then
the 'amalgamation' of the pair (I, s) as introduced in [4] is the pullback
complement of f over s.
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Example 4.3. Let ']{ be any topos, with generic subobject true: 1~.n, and let
tA : A~ 1 be the terminal map for an object A. Consider the canonical morphism
mapping A into its partial map classifier A; as a mono, this is classified by the map
A~ n, with a pUllback diagram
A ....;,;t
A
__
j
A .n
Then this diagram is a pullback complement diagram. (Conversely, one can think
of pullback complements being used to construct partial map classifiers.)
Theorem 4.4. For s: U~ X in the category 'JC with finite limits, the following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) 'JC has pullback complements over s;
(ii) s*:'JC/X~'JC/U has a right adjoint s*, and the counit s:s*s*~I is an
isomorphism;
(iii) s* has a full and faithful right adjoint s *;
(iv) s is an exponentiable monomorphism;
(v) 'JC has partial products over s, and s is a monomorphism.
Proof. (i) ¢::> (ii). By routine diagram chasing. Note that, from (ii) , we can
construct the morphism l:p~x as s*(f: Q~ U).
(ii) ¢::> (iii). [8, 27 H].
(iii)¢::> (iv). Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.3, since (as in [10, 4.12]) Sl is always
faithful, and is full iff s is mono.
(iv)¢::> (v). Lemma 2.1. 0
For example, using [15], we now see that Sp has pullback complements over all
locally closed embeddings.
Corollary 4.5. Let L be a meet-semi-lattice with 1, regarded (as in [11] for
example) as a category with finite limits. Let u :::5 x, corresponding to the (mono)-
morphism s: u~ x in L. Then L has pullback complements over s iff u is
pseudo-complemented in the sub-semi-lattice ~(x); and if y:::5 u, the pullback
complement is given by y:::5 y":s x. 0
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Corollary 4.6. Let g be a class ofmorphisms, stable under pullbacks, in a category
'J{ with finite limits; then the following are equivalent:
(i) 'J{ has partial products over Yand Y has a classifier;
(ii) 'J{ has pullback complements over Yand Y has a classifier;
(iii) 'J{ has y.partial map classifiers;
(iv) 51 consists of exponentiable monomorphisms and has a classifier.
Proof. When Y has a classifier, we denote it by t: 1~ 1.
(i)~ (ii). Trivial.
(ii) =? (iii). The classifier for Y'·partial maps into Y is the left side of the
pullback complement diagram of the composable pair (t y : Y~ 1, t: 1~ 1).
(iii) =? (ii). Given f: Q~ u, s: U~ X, we construct X~ [; from the S·partial
map from X to U given by 1u; pull this back with 1: Q~ [; and we have the
codomain P of the pullback complement f of f over s. Now it is routine to check
existence of Q~ P and to verify the defining conditions for a pullback comple-
ment diagram.
(iii)~ (iv). By Theorem 4.4. 0
·As before, we may conclude that if 'J{ is locally Cartesian closed (Le. not only
objects but also morphisms are all exponentiable), then it has pullback comple-
ments over a morphism s iff s is monomorphic.
Remark 4.7. Lewis [12] emphasizes that "the existence of right adjoints for
pullback functors and of exponents for the category of objects over a base object
is related to the existence of a classifying object for partial maps"; we agree, but
are not familiar with any general demonstration of this relationship which does
not depend on the existence of exponents in the category itself.
Remark 4.8. For a regular category, Meisen [13] has given a necessary and
sufficient condition that a composable pair (f, s) admits a pullback.
f
-------~ .j
------~~ .
Under these conditions however, and with s a monomorphism, the pullback she
constructs is just that with left side 1 and bottom side sf. Ehrig and Kreowski [6]
discuss the same problem in the dual situation, and have given solutions for the
categories Set and Graph.
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5. Hereditary factorisation systems
[3] introduced the notion of a factorisation system (go,.JU) (in Sp) being
hereditary (with respect to the class of open embeddings). [5] showed (in this
special case) the relationship between hereditariness and the closure of the right
factor, .iU, under 'amalgamations', i.e. pullback complements over open embed-
dings. Here we demonstrate this relationship in wider generality, as a trivial
consequence of Pumplun's Satz quoted earlier (our Lemma 1.4). The correct
generalisation of 'hereditary' then turns out to be slightly different from (but
more natural than, and, in the circumstances, equivalent to) that of [3,5].
Let go, .JU be classes of morphisms in 'JC. (Later, we shall let (~, JU) be a
factorisation system.) Let s: U -'i> X be a morphism of 'J'e; there are then the
induced classes gou, .iU u, ~x, JU x of morphisms in 'J'CI U, 'J'{JX respectively. We say
that go is s-hereditary iff
and (taking now s to be exponentiable) that .iU is s-closed iff
Note that s*, s * refer to the morphism parts of the functors s *, s* respectively,
since ~x, etc. are classes of morphisms.
Now let fI be a class of morphisms (respectively exponentiable morphisms) in
'JC; we say that 'ifJ is 51-hereditary (respectively, JU is 51-closed) iff 'ifJ is s-hereditary
(respectively, .iU is s-closed) for all s in fl. We can relate this definition to that in
[5] by
Lemma 5.1. Let fI be stable under pullbacks. Then
(i) 'ifJ is fI-hereditary iff for all s: U -'i> X in fI and for all e: Y -'i> X in /C, the
pullback Y xxU -'i> U is also in go (i. e. 'ifJ is stable under pullbacks by g);
(ii) (supposing fI ~ Exp-mono('J'C)) JU is S-closed iff for all s: U-'i> X in fI and
for all m : Q -'i> U in JU, the pullback complement mof mover s is also in JU.
Proof. We prove the harder part, (ii), and of that we do the hard part, 'if'. So let
s: U -'i> X be in fI, and let m: f-'i> /' be an JU-morphism between objects
f: Q-'i> U, f': Q' -'i> U of 'J'{/ U. We have to show that m= s*(m): l-'i> /' is also in
.iU. Consider S', the left vertical arrow of the pullback complement diagram for
(f', s): it is the pullback of s along /', and hence also in g. Then, in the
diagram
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where the squares QUPX, Q' UP'X are pullback complement diagrams, we can
routinely show the left-hand square to be a pullback complement diagram. Hence
m= s~(m) is in JU. 0
Corollary 5.2. For g = {open embeddings in Sp}, 'Ef-hereditary' coincides with
'hereditary' as defined in [5]; likewise, 'Y-closed' coincides with 'amalgamation-
closed' as defined in [5]. 0
Hereditariness is a property of several left factors of factorisation systems in Sp;
closedness is likewise a property of their right factors. The relationship, covered
for Sp in [5, Theorem 6], is given by
Theorem 5.3. Let g be a class of exponentiable morphisms in 'Je, and (7&', JU) be a
factorisation system in 'JC. Then 7&' is Y-hereditary iff JU is Ef-closed.
Proof. By Lemma 1.4 and the fact, for s: U~X in fI, that (7&'x, JU x ) is a
factorisation system. 0
Corollary 5.4. Let g be a class, stable under pullbacks, of exponentiable mono-
morphisms, and (7&', JU) a factorisation system in 'Je. Then 7&' is closed under
pullbacks along morphisms of fI iff At is closed under pullback complements over
morphisms of g.
Proof. By Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.1. 0
6. Totally g -reflective subcategories
In this section we consider a class 7&' of morphisms which is closed under
composition, and assume that 'Je is 7&'-cocomplete, i.e. pushouts of 7&'-morphisms
along arbitrary morphisms exist and belong to g and multiple pushouts of
7&' -morphisms exist and belong to 7&' (cf. [20]). Such an 7&' necessarily contains only
epimorphisms, and there exists a unique class .;f;l such that (7&',.;f;l) is a factorisa-
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tion system. Finally, from the multiple pushout of all 'is-morphisms with given
domain X one can construct the so-called 'is -localisation 'YJx: X --'i> TX of X (cf.
[20]). A full and replete subcategory .si/. of J{ is called totally 'is-reflective (w.r.t. a
given class fI of morphisms) when it is totally reflective (w.r.t. fI) and 'is-
reflective. We say that pushouts of 'is -morphisms can be pulled back along
Y-morphisms if, for every diagram
Q----~) p
~t 1
X /. y
1/ j
w ) z
with e: X --'i> Y in 'is and s: U --'i> Z in 51, one has the implication
(front face is a pushout ::;'> back face is a pushout)
provided all other faces are pullbacks. Analogously, we say that multiple pushouts
of 'iSomorphisms can be pulled back along :J'-morphisms if, for every family of
commutative diagrams
~
v~l~u
l~y; __ l'
X ) Z
with ei all in 'is, and s in Y, one has the implication
(lower triangle is a multiple pushout
::;'> upper triangle is a multiple pushout)
provided the face VUXZ and all the faces lV;UY;Z are pullbacks.
Theorem 6.1. Let 'is be a class of morphisms in a category J{ as above, Ya class of
morphisms in 'J{, .si/. a full replete subcategory of 'J{.
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(i) If there exists a factorisation system (ee, qg) in 'J{ so that
(a) ee is an Y'-hereditary subclass of '6';
(b) for each object X of 'J{, X is in .sIl iff 'T/x is in qg;
then .sIl is totally '6'-reflective (w.r.t. [;I).
(ii) The converse to (i) holds if
(a) Y' is closed under composition and stable under pullbacks;
(b) pushouts and multiple pushouts of '6'-morphisms can be pulled back along
[;I-morphisms.
Proof. (i) Suppose there exists such a system ('t?, qg). We first notice that every
c: X ~ Y in ee is uniquely .sIl-extendable: first of all, since c is in '6', it easily
follows that Tc is an isomorphism; then, given x: X ~ A, with A an object of .sIl,
one has 'T/A in qg and
'T/A . x::= Tx· 'T/x = Tx· (Te)-l. 'T/y' c
and, by the diagonalisation property and since e is epic, there is a unique y with
yc=x.
Now let X be any object of X, and let de be a (ee, qg)-factorisation of '1/x
(c : X~ Y, d: Y~ TX). Then d is essentially 'T/y, and so Y is in .sIl. By the above
observation, c is the reflection of X. Since pullbacks of c along Y'-morphisms are
in ee, and therefore uniquely .sIl-extendable, we have (i).
(ii) Let C6J be the class of all morphisms c in 't; such that for every s (with the
same codomain as e) in S, s*(c) is uniquely .sIl-extendable. Since S is stable under
pullbacks, 't? is closed under composition; also, from our assumptions about
pulling back (multiple) pushouts, it easily follows that C6J is also closed under
(multiple) pushouts. So 'J{ is ee-cocomplete, hence there is qg (;;; Mor('JC) such that
«(65, @) is a factorisation system. Since Y' is closed under composition, ee is
[;I-hereditary. For X an object of 'J{, as before, consider a (ee, @)-factorisation
dc = 'T/x' If X is in .sil, the .sil-extendable epimorphism c must be an isomorphism,
hence 'T/x is in r!lJ. Vice versa, assume 'T/x is in r!lJ. The reflection morphism
r x: X~ RX belongs to ee by definition. Also by definition, 1/x must factor
through the ~ -morphism r x , g' rx = 'T/x say. Then the diagonalisation property
makes rx a split monomorphism, hence an isomorphism, so X is in.sll. 0
Remark 6.2. Note that for 'J{=Sp and Y'= {open embeddings}, our assumption
on pulling back pushouts is satisfied [3]. So, with ;g = Epi('JC), Theorem 6.1
contains [5, Theorem 7] as a special case. But the assumption holds also in
algebraic categories, for 'J{ = Grp or 'J{::= Mod say, with ;g::= Epi('JC) and Y'::=
Mono('J{). So Theorem 6.1 can be used here to produce hereditary factorisation
systems or totally epireflective subcategories of those categories. Note, however,
that Ab (the subcategory of abelian groups) is epireflective, but not totally
reflective, in Grp.
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